
BUSINESS PLAN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FORMATTING

The executive summary of the business plan needs to capture the reader's of the entire plan, it is common to write the
executive summary last (and writing it.

Remember, some readers will only look at the summary of your business plan. JJB should break even by the
fourth month of its operation as it steadily increases its sales. I often recommend a simple highlights chart, a
bar chart with sales and gross margin for the next three years. If it's poorly written, it will also be the last thing
they read, as they set the rest of your business plan aside unread. Form follows function. Pixabay Pixabay
What needs to be included in a successful executive summary for entrepreneurs that are looking to get funded?
Here are the keys to a professional summary that works, and what to include in it. During summer months, the
restaurant will have some extra seating on the patio where clients will get to enjoy a special summer menu. In
the example, we are going to use a fictitious business named Pronto Lounge and Restaurant. Make changes
where sentences sound awkward or don't flow well. Tailor it to your audience. No more! An executive
summary is the brief introduction to a business plan. Executive Summaries vs. The executive summary
essentially provides an overview of the rest of the document. While you don't need to mention ordinary risks,
it's OK to note unusual challenges. Also keep in mind this example focused on the rental business, so a
description of products was not included. A financial summary for potential investors. What Goes into an
Executive Summary? Now let's look at another main component in a business plan: your Business Overview
and Objectives. Make the rest of the process easy. Illustrations such as a picture of a product, or a bar chart
showing financial highlights, are usually welcome. Above all else, it must be clear and concise. They'll show
up later.


